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WELCOME TO A CAFFEINATED WORLD

“I fell in love with the aesthetics of the cafe racer early on.”

“ I grew up near Alice’s restaurant (on Highway 35/ Skyline Blvd south of San Francisco.) This was a biking mecca, and some of the finest riding in the world...then came the movies Mad Max and The Road Warrior...and cafe raced bikes took on a new dimension indeed.”

So...What is a cafe racer, anyway?

Basically, back in the London of the 50’s people used to hang out in Coffee Bars/Pubs/Cafe's...

You created more of your own entertainment then, and one decidedly spirited form of that was putting a record on the jukebox, and racing a buddy of yours down the road on your stripped down, hotted up bike. The point was to get back before your mate AND before the record ended. The rider didn’t really win anything except a pint or a cuppa and of course bragging rights.

Times have changed, but the Cafe racer scene is timeless and is as strong now as it ever was.

To us, to Cafe Race essentially means crafting the right ride to start racing from the cafe and back again. It is the hooligan ethos of lean, stripped down bikes with clip-on handlebars, solo seats and riders with bravado and style. It is the original, spectacular vintage version of the modern crotch rocket.
CAFE RACER FIBERGLASS TAIL SECTIONS-UNIVERSAL

CR-0310 / UNIVERSAL CAFE RACER SEAT
Overall length: 26"
Seat pan length: 11" - 12.5"
Width front: 7.5" Inner
Widest point: 10.5" Inner
Bumstop Height: 8"
Nam# CR-0310
Cost $155.00

RETO BABY...VERY RETRO!
Buy it today
We sell an unfinished, unpainted product. It is your responsibility to sand, finish, and paint the parts you buy from us. The parts we sell are un-drilled; it is your responsibility to drill all of the mounting holes and fit the parts onto your chassis.

BEAUTIFUL BLUE 1977 HONDA CB550
The Seat is Stylin!
Race pad of 3/4” die-cut neoprene available as CR-0310-P

CR-0340-B / TORONTO TITAN SHORTY UNIVERSAL SEAT WITHOUT NOTCHES
Overall length: 23.5"
Seat pan length: 12 - 15"
Width front: 9"
Widest point: 10.5"
Bumstop Height: 5.5"
Nam# CR-0340-B
Cost $155.00

TORONTO FLYER-CANADIAN CAFFEINE?
This might be a reproduction of a Reed Titan Seat...we purchased it from Toronto and dug the lines so we made it.

MONDO MOCK-UP
A great seat choice for small framed bikes under 400cc, but measure your frame...if you like it, put it on!
Race pad of 3/4” die-cut neoprene available as CR-0340-P

CR-0040-BLADE- UNIVERSAL TAIL - “BLADE”
Overall length: 28.5"
Seat pan length: 14"
Width front: 7.25” to 7.5” Inner
Widest point: 10.25” Inner
Bumstop Height: 4.5"
Nam# CR-0040-BLADE
Cost $155.00

BASED ON OUR HONDA CB500 TAIL
We tried some new trimming out for the CB500, one of our most universal fitting tailsections

A 70S ERA KZ650 WAS THE INSPIRATION
This bike captured our fancy and we desided to build a seat like it
CR-0330 / NORTON REED TITAN
Overall length: 29"
Seat pan length: 19" (Lots of room to trim to fit)
Width front: 6.5"
Widest point: 10.5"
Bumstop Height: 3.5" - 4.0"
NAM# CR-0330
Cost $175.00

VINTAGE COOL - LOOKS LIKE A DUCATI WITH THE LUCAS TAILLIGHT ( ) BUILT INTO IT
This is a real retro item, and while it is made to vintage spec (really loooong seat), we recommend trimming it down to your application for a rarer style than what you usually see. Be the first in your club!

CR-0550 / DUCATI 750SS / 900SS IMOLA SEAT
Originally used on 70s era Ducati 750SS & 900SS models, it is approximately
Overall length: 26"
Seat pan length: 10.5"
Width front: 8"
Widest point: 10.5"
Bumstop Height: 5.5"
NAM# CR-0550
Cost $175.00

DIMENSIONS
Dimensions...basically fits anything bigger than a moped...and we didn’t really prove that did we?

BEAUTIFUL ON ANY CAFE - BMW AIRHEAD
We have a special affinity for the old airheads, and really love this Ducati seat on BMWs...check our photo gallery for more primo examples

CR-0340-A / TORONTO TITAN SHORTY UNIVERSAL SEAT WITH NOTCHES
Overall length: 23.5"
Seat pan length: 12 - 15"
Width front: 9"
Widest point: 10.5"
Bumstop Height: 5.5"
NAM# CR-0340-A
Cost $175.00

TORONTO FLYER-CANADIAN CAFFEINE?
This might be a reproduction of a Reed Titan Seat...we purchased it from Toronto and dug the lines so we made it.

MONDO MOCK-UP
A great seat choice for small framed bikes under 400cc, but measure your frame...if you like it, put it on!

Race pad of 3/4" die-cut neoprene available as CR-0340-P
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CR-0280 - BMW RACE TAIL - R75, R80, R90 & R100
Overall length: 30" (76cm)
Seat pan length: 13" - (16" to tongue tip)
Width front: 7.5" (19cm)
Widest point: 11" (28cm)
Bumstop Height: 5"
Nam# CR-0280
Cost $225.00

STANDARD DISCLAIMER LANGUAGE
Race pad of 3/4" die-cut neoprene available as CR-0200-P

LONG FRAME OR SHORT?
This seat is designed to fit the long frame, but it is exceedingly simple to trim away about 1.5 inch to make it work just as well with the short frame...I did it with a steak knife once.

CR-0280 - BMW SLASH 5
Overall Length: 30.5"
Seat pan length: 11" to 14"
Width front: 6.5"
Widest point: 9"
Bumstop Height: 4.5"
Nam# CR-0280
Cost $175.00

MAUI WAUI - VINTAGE DESIGN FOR THE BMW R75/5...FROM HAWAII
This very unique looking Cafe seat hails from Hawaii. A lot of care is evident in this custom build. We did some modification to the rear hump, but that’s it. A very cool new look for your cafe project.

A NICE PLACE TO END UP FOR SURE
Just make sure to ride often. That’s all we ask...and that you pay your bills...that’s all...and maybe that you share your secret riding spots...that’s all...

CR-0240 / BUSHONG SEAT FOR BMW AIRHEADS R75,R80,R90,R100
Overall length: 32" (34" to tongue tip)
Seat pan length: 13" - (16" to tongue tip)
Width front: 7.5" (19cm)
Widest point: 11" (28cm)
Bumstop Height: 5"
Nam# CR-0240
Cost $225.00

We sell an unfinished, unpainted product. It is your responsibility to sand, finish, and paint the parts you buy from us. The parts we sell are un-drilled; it is your responsibility to drill all of the mounting holes and fit the parts onto your chassis.

A nicely finished customer’s ride

Race pad of 3/4” die-cut neoprene available as CR-0200-P
CAFE RACER FIBERGLASS TAIL SECTIONS - HONDA

CR-0090 / HONDA CB360T RACE TAIL
Overall length: 28"
Seat pan length: 14"
Width front: 7" Inner
Widest point: 10.5" Inner
Bumstop Height: 4.5"
Nam# CR-0090
Cost $175.00

DIMENSIONS
Look to your left and measure your frame carefully...everyone is happier when it fits correctly out of the box.

Race pad of 3/4" die-cut neoprene available as CR-0090-P

CR-0040 / HONDA CB500/CB550 RACE TAIL
Overall length: 28.5"
Seat pan length: 14"
Width front: 7.25" to 7.5" Inner
Widest point: 10.25" Inner
Bumstop Height: 4.5"
Nam# CR-0040
Cost $175.00

MEASURE TWICE, BUY ONCE
Inner dimensions are measured to help you determine the width between the frame rails that you can check for fitment.

Race pad of 3/4" die-cut neoprene available as CR-0040-P

ON A DIFFERENT BIKE
This is not a CB500/550 of early 70s vintage, but it is a good example of the seat fitting something else that it was not designed for...we like to recommend this seat as somewhat universal. Check your measurements and call with questions.

CR-0020 / HONDA CB750 SEAT
Overall length: 28.75"
Seat pan length: 14.75" to bumstop
Width front: 7.75" Inner
Widest point: 10.25" Inner
Bumstop Height: 4" - 4.5"
Nam# CR-0020
Cost $175.00

FITS MODELS FROM 1969-1976
The tail section is A white gelcoat with bosses based on the original pan to mount the OEM hinges from the original seat pan.

A NICE EXAMPLE
This is the best addition you can make to your clapped out old CB750 to make it fly while standing still.
CAFE RACER FIBERGLASS TAIL SECTIONS - YAMAHA

CR-0400 - YAMAHA XS650 FLAT TRACKER
Overall length: 28"
Seat pan length: 15 - 17"
Width front: 8"
Widest point: 10"

Nam# CR-0400
Cost $165.00

CR-0100 - YAMAHA XS650
Overall length: 23.5"
Seat pan length: 12 - 15"
Width front: 9"
Widest point: 10.5"
Bumstop Height: 5.5"

Nam# CR-0100
Cost $175.00

We sell an unfinished, unpainted product. It is your responsibility to sand, finish, and paint the parts you buy from us.

The parts we sell are un-drilled; it is your responsibility to drill all of the mounting holes and fit the parts onto your chassis.

A VERY TIDY EXAMPLE
Nice dual high pipes, vintage mags and copious amounts of Yamaha yellow.

Race pad of 3/4" die-cut neoprene available as CR-0400-P

VINTAGE YAMAHA READY FOR ACTION
The early and mid-70s Yamaha XS650s were Triumph-killers and won many a flat track race. Pick one up for pennies and restore it for daily thrashing...do it do it do it!

Race pad of 3/4" die-cut neoprene available as CR-0100-P

THIS XS650 TURNED OUT GREAT!
Another satisfied customer provided the pics for his project...love it!
CAFE RACE 3/4” DIE CUT SEAT PADS

BMW BUSHONG SEAT / CR-0240 TAIL
These are 3/4” die-cut dense foam. Cut to fit the seat by professionals with correct tooling...not us with that cool electric turkey carving knife
Nam# CR-0200-P
Price $39.99

BUM STOP AND SEAT PAD
The seat pad and rear bum stop pad are separate pieces, as in one plus another one.

ADHERE WITH GLUE OR VELCRO
Spray-on 3M glue is amazing stuff, as is marine grade hook and loop (waterproof velcro)

BMW KNOSCHER / CR-0200 TAIL
These are 3/4” die-cut dense foam. Cut to fit the seat by professionals with correct tooling...not us with that cool electric turkey carving knife
Nam# CR-0200-P
Price $39.95

BMW KNOSSCHER / CR-0200 TAIL
These are 3/4” die-cut dense foam. Cut to fit the seat by professionals with correct tooling...not us with that cool electric turkey carving knife
Nam# CR-0200-P
Price $39.95

BUMSTOP AND SEAT PAD
The seat pad and rear bum stop pad are separate pieces, as in one plus another one.

ADHERE WITH GLUE OR VELCRO
Spray-on 3M glue is amazing stuff, as is marine grade hook and loop (waterproof velcro)

UNIVERSAL SHORTY / CR-0310 TAIL
These are 3/4” die-cut dense foam. Cut to fit the seat by professionals with correct tooling...not us with that cool electric turkey carving knife
Nam# CR-0100-P
Price $39.95

BUMSTOP AND SEAT PAD
The seat pad and rear bum stop pad are separate pieces, as in one plus another one.

ADHERE WITH GLUE OR VELCRO
Spray-on 3M glue is amazing stuff, as is marine grade hook and loop (waterproof velcro)
CAFE RACE 3/4” DIE CUT SEAT PADS

HONDA CB400/CB500/UNIVERSAL
These are 3/4” die-cut dense foam. Cut to fit the seat by professionals with correct tooling...not us with that cool electric turkey carving knife
Nam# CR-0040-P
Price $39.99

BUM STOP AND SEAT PAD
The seat pad and rear bum stop pad are separate pieces, as in one plus another one.

ADHERE WITH GLUE OR VELCRO
Spray-on 3M glue is amazing stuff, as is marine grade hook and loop (waterproof velcro)

HONDA CB360 / CR-0090 TAIL
These are 3/4” die-cut dense foam. Cut to fit the seat by professionals with correct tooling...not us with that cool electric turkey carving knife
Nam# CR-0090-P
Price $39.95

BUMSTOP AND SEAT PAD
The seat pad and rear bum stop pad are separate pieces, as in one plus another one.

ADHERE WITH GLUE OR VELCRO
Spray-on 3M glue is amazing stuff, as is marine grade hook and loop (waterproof velcro)

YAMAHA XS650 TAIL / CR-0100 TAIL
These are 3/4” die-cut dense foam. Cut to fit the seat by professionals with correct tooling...not us with that cool electric turkey carving knife
Nam# CR-0100-P
Price $39.95

BUMSTOP AND SEAT PAD
The seat pad and rear bum stop pad are separate pieces, as in one plus another one.

ADHERE WITH GLUE OR VELCRO
Spray-on 3M glue is amazing stuff, as is marine grade hook and loop (waterproof velcro)
CAFE RACE FAIRINGS

UNIVERSAL CAFE QUARTER FAIRING
This is the one...neo. Buy it today. It’s been around forever, and you can’t go wrong.

Nam# 70-52501
Pulvinar $69.00

COPY OF A 70S BMW “S” FAIRING?
We have an original BMW Cafe S fairing, and we believe this is the exact replica of it made of inexpensive ABS plastic.

THE BEST DEAL GOING!
This is THE standard quarter fairing for universal 7” inch headlamp applications

CAFE RACE QUARTER FAIRING
The CafeRace Quarter Fairing is actually universal, fitting anything with a 7” headlight. This is one of the coolest naked bikes made and a perfect platform for a cafe racer.

Nam# CR-0300
Price $125.00

SV650 - A GREAT MODERN NAKED BIKE
we started working on a cafe tail for the Suzuki SV650 and thought it worked right nice and classed up the modern bike.

A GOOD DONOR FOR YOUR PROJECT
The Quarter fairing is one that we designed off of the classic Ducati 750SS (below). It is a single piece of fiberglass, easy to mount and with no clear windscreen. We dig it...hope you will too...there are few designs for quarter fairings...buy yours and have a unique look!

This is one of those all-time classics, and it fits a lot of things...however, it is not the easiest to mount. The fairing and headlamp are stationary...you need a bracket

Nam# CR-0500
Price $139.00
WWW.CAFERACE.COM

GET A WINDSCREEN FROM ZERO GRAVITY RACING - 1974-1981
Purchase a windscreen for this bike in up to 11 colors!

Nam# 20-719
Price $99.00

DUCATI TRICKED OUT
We just think this is the coolest thing you can do to a newer Ducati. However, the old IMOLA seat and lines is also the best thing you can do...build two bikes...it’s te only solution...do it...not kidding...
CAFE RACE ESSENTIALS - VARIOUS

CR-0800 / SUZUKI SV650 RACE TAIL
The CafeRace SV650 race tail molds in the side panels and our standard race tail for a solo seat (you use the stock seat). This is one of the coolest naked bikes made and a perfect platform for a cafe racer.
Name# CR-0800
Price $295.00

SV650 - A GREAT MODERN NAKED BIKE
we started working on a cafe tail for the Suzuki SV650 and thought it worked right nice and classed up the modern bike.

FITS 2003 - 2008 MODELS - A GOOD DONOR FOR YOUR PROJECT
The Quarter fairing is one that we designed off of the classic Ducati 750SS. It is a single piece of fiberglass with no clear windscreen. We dig it...hope you will too..

CR-0700 / HARLEY SPORTSTER CAFE RACER SEAT
Overall length: 23.5"
Seat pan length: 12 - 15"
Width front: 9"
Widest point: 10.5"
Bumstop Height: 5.5"
Name# CR-0700
Price $175.00

DIMENSIONS
Based upon the pan of a vintage Corbin and grafted with our own style of cowl, we’re quite happy with it.

MOUNT IT AND LOVE IT

CR80-84033 SHORTY HOOLIGAN MEGAPHONE FLAT BLACK MUFFLER
Overall length: 19” (483mm).
Inner Diameter: 1 3/4” inlet. Straight through perforated core type baffle. Slotted channel type mount. 3 pc. reducer kit included.
Name# CR80-84033
Cost $65.00 ea

NORTON!!!!!
Looks like a shortened version of a Norton pea shooter silencer with ground smooth welds. Very cool.

A TRIUMPH - BLACKED OUT
This bike has a very similar looking muffler, but not quite as cool looking as the one we’re bringing to you.
CAFE RACE FENDERS - TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 2001-2010

CR-0630 / TRIUMPH “HOOLIGAN STOCK” REAR FENDER
A rear fender with the stock bosses for mounting stock tail lamps.
Nam# CR-0630
Price $139.00

CR-0610 / TRIUMPH “HOOLIGAN” FRONT FENDER
This abbreviated front fender has the stock mounting points and bolts right up, but much sweeter lines that your stock piece.
Nam# CR-0610
Price $139.00

CR-0620 / TRIUMPH “HOOLIGAN SMOOTH” REAR FENDER
A rear fender without the stock bosses for mounting stock tail lamps.
Nam# CR-0620
Price $139.00

A HOOLIGAN KIT
Shortened front fender, abbreviated rear fender and a seat cowl complete the hooligan kit.

AGAIN WITH THE HOOLIGAN KIT
Shortened front fender, abbreviated rear fender and a seat cowl complete the hooligan kit.

HOOLIGAN IN PLACE
That's proper treatment for a modern classic...treat yours right with a hooligan kit.

AGAIN HOOLIGAN PLACED
That's proper treatment for a modern classic...treat yours right with a hooligan kit.
CR-0210 / BMW SHORTY FENDER
Fiberglass over OEM steel mount and brace. For use only with an aftermarket fork brace for safety.
Nam# CR-0210
Cost $89.00

MOUNTED ON AN R100/7
This is the fiberglass eared model...get a fork brace

CR-0230 / BMW FRONT FENDER
Fiberglass ears replace the metal mounting bracket. For use only with an aftermarket fork brace for safety.
Nam# CR-0230
Cost $89.00

FOR USE WITH OEM MOUNTING BRACE
For use with original metal mounting bracket, which doubles as a fork brace.

MOUNTED ON AN R100/7
Use your OEM metal fork mount.

CR-0050 / HONDA CB400 FRONT FENDER
A nice shorty front fender for the 1974-1977 CB400 supersport and similar sized mountings.
Nam# CR-0050
Cost $59.95

FOR USE WITH OEM MOUNTING BRACE
Mounts to OEM fender brace.

MOUNTED ON CB400F SUPERSPORT
Short and sweet.
CAFE RACER FIBERGLASS SEAT COWLS

CR-0260 / BMW R1150R “ROCKSTER” COWL
This is a new product for the BMW 1150R, made from 2002 to 2006.
Nam# CR-0260
Cost $139.00

2002 - 2006 BMW R1150R
It’s an unfinished (you primer and paint) gelcoat seat cowl for the newest BMW naked bike. It’s just the piece to top off that cafe look you’re going for.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
We sell an unfinished, unpainted product. It is your responsibility to sand, finish, and paint the parts you buy from us. The parts we sell are un-drilled; it is your responsibility to drill all of the mounting holes and fit the parts onto your chassis.
We recommend flat metal stock, drilling holes and/or marine grade velcro for mounting strategies.

CR-0600 / 2001-2010 TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE SEAT COWL
Overall length: 14”
Width front: Inner - 13”
Narrowest point: Rear inner 8.5”
Bumstop Height: 3” above seat
Nam# 110
Cost $139.00

HOW DOES IT WORK?
We sell an unfinished, unpainted product. It is your responsibility to sand, finish, and paint the parts you buy from us. The parts we sell are un-drilled; it is your responsibility to drill all of the mounting holes and fit the parts onto your chassis.
We recommend flat metal stock, drilling holes and/or marine grade velcro for mounting strategies.
CAFE RACE UPHOLSTERY SEAT PANS

CR-0220 / BMW KNOSCHER AND BUSHONG UPHOLSTERY PAN
Designed to fit our tailsection mold exactly for both Knoscher and Bushong models

Nam# CR-0220
Cost $35.00

CR-0060 / HONDA CB400 CB500 AND CB550 UPHOLSTERY PAN
Designed to fit our tailsection mold exactly for both CB400 SuperSport and CB500/550 models

Nam# CR-0060
Cost $35.00

CR-0070 / HONDA CB750 FIBERGLASS UPHOLSTERY PAN
Designed to fit our tailsection mold exactly

Nam# CR-0070
Cost $35.00

FIBERGLASS SEAT PAN
Add high-density foam and upholstery. Mount to tailsection with Christmas trees or marine grade velcro

FITS BMW KNOSCHER OR BUSHONG
The pan fits both Knosher replica and Bushong tailsections

UPHOLSTERED AND MOUNTED
See your local auto-body trim supplier or upholsterer for the “Christmas Trees” mounting posts...this is a standard method. You can also use marine grade velcro aka hook and loop.

UPHOLSTERED FIBERGLASS SEAT PAN
Add high-density foam and upholstery. Mount to tailsection with Christmas trees or marine grade velcro

UNDERNEATH - REQUIRES GLUE AND “CHRISTMAS TREES” FOR MOUNTING
See your local auto-body trim supplier or upholsterer for the “Christmas Trees” mounting posts...this is a standard method.
CLASSIC ROUND TAILLIGHT - 2.25"
Round 2-1/4" tail lamp...very retro, very classic. Chrome or black powder coated taillight with license plate bracket.
Black CR62-21512
Price $45.95

CHROME OR BLACK?
Available in chrome body with steel mounting bracket 12V 23/3W BULB (PN-48-66512)
Chrome 62-21514
Price $45.95

RECESSED IS BEST
Get longer bolts, trim the bracket and recess it into your tailsection.

SIDEMOUNT WITH LUCAS STYLE LIGHT
Keep the light or take it off and mount it on the fiberglass and use the bracket for the sidemount plate. This the least expensive two-fer out there!
Nam# CR62-21551
Price $34.95

PLATE WITH LUCAS LIGHT REMOVED
The side mount bracket can fit either side, angling up or down...I wish I was that limber.

BMW CAFE RACER
We never get enough of that cafe BMW bum shot...

CATEYE TAIL LIGHT WITH LICENSE PLATE BRACKET
Vintage looks, retro styling light and a bracket...12V system with three wires for running and brake light functionality.
Nam# CR62-21604
Price $29.95

DRILL AND BOLT...EASY BREEZY
Use the bracket as a guide and drill it for an easy bolt-on mounting system
Nam# mounting advice
Price Free

MOUNTED HAPPILY ON THE DOWN LOW
Get flexible baby! Put it on a shock mount or an axle...whatever feels good to you. The hole size for the mount is 5/8", but there is plenty of material to drill it out larger if you want to.
DUAL ROUND BRAKE & LICENSE BRACKET
Vintage looks, retro styling or scavengeable for two lights and a bracket...12V system with three wires for running and brake light functionality.

Nam# CR62-21570
Price $48.95

REMOVABLE FOR USE SINGLY
There are two discrete lights here that could be removed and placed into the fiberglass tail singly...helps save money so you can build two bikes...you're welcome.

MOUNTED
Wanky winkers

DUAL SQUARE BRAKE & LICENSE BRACKET
Vintage looks, retro styling or scavengeable for two lights and a bracket...12V system with three wires for running and brake light functionality.

Nam# CR62-21580
Price $43.95

REMOVABLE FOR USE SINGLY
There are two discrete lights here that could be removed and placed into the fiberglass tail singly...helps save money so you can build two bikes...you're welcome.

MOUNTED
Square is the new sexy.

DUAL CATEYE BRAKE & LICENSE BRACKET
Vintage looks, retro styling or scavengeable for two lights and a bracket...12V system with three wires for running and brake light functionality.

Nam# CR62-21602
Price $48.95

REMOVABLE FOR USE SINGLY
There are two discrete lights here that could be removed and placed into the fiberglass tail singly...helps save money so you can build two bikes...you're welcome.

MOUNTED
Cateyes winking at you
CAFE RACE LIGHTING - OUR MICRO SERIES

MICRO SOLO ROUND BRAKE LIGHT
Vintage looks, retro styling, simple and cheap.
12V system with three wires for running light and brake light functionality.
Nam# CR62-21602-S
Price $19.95

SINGLE ROUND 2" BRAKE LIGHT
Placed into the fiberglass tail singly... the 2" lens has a 1" housing that you can drill through a fiberglass tail and easily mount. It doesn't get much easier...you're welcome.

GO MICRO
These are about as small as we have seen for a fully functional flush-mount running/tail/brake light. If that's the look you're going for, get it here.

MICRO SOLO SQUARE BRAKE LIGHT
Vintage looks, retro styling, simple and cheap.
12V system with three wires for running light and brake light functionality.
Nam# CR62-21580-S
Price $18.95

SINGLE SQUARE 2" BRAKE LIGHT
Placed into the fiberglass tail singly... the 2" lens has a 1" housing that you can drill through a fiberglass tail and easily mount flush to just about anything. It doesn't get much easier...you're welcome.

GO MICRO
These are about as small as we have seen for a fully functional flush-mount running/tail/brake light. If that's the look you're going for, get it here.

SINGLE CATEYE BRAKE LIGHT
Vintage looks, retro styling, simple and cheap.
12V system with three wires for running light and brake light functionality.
Nam# CR62-21602-S
Price $19.95

SINGLE OVAL 2.75" BRAKE LIGHT
Placed into the fiberglass tail singly... the 2.75" oval lens has a 1.75" thick chrome housing that you can drill through a fiberglass tail (1" holesaw and easily mount. It doesn't get much easier or smaller...you're welcome.

GO MICRO
These are about as small as we have seen for a fully functional flush-mount running/tail/brake light. If that's the look you're going for, get it here.

MICRO SOLO ROUND BRAKE LIGHT
Vintage looks, retro styling, simple and cheap.
12V system with three wires for running light and brake light functionality.
Nam# CR62-21602-S
Price $19.95

SINGLE ROUND 2" BRAKE LIGHT
Placed into the fiberglass tail singly... the 2" lens has a 1" housing that you can drill through a fiberglass tail and easily mount. It doesn't get much easier...you're welcome.

GO MICRO
These are about as small as we have seen for a fully functional flush-mount running/tail/brake light. If that's the look you're going for, get it here.

MICRO SOLO SQUARE BRAKE LIGHT
Vintage looks, retro styling, simple and cheap.
12V system with three wires for running light and brake light functionality.
Nam# CR62-21580-S
Price $18.95

SINGLE SQUARE 2" BRAKE LIGHT
Placed into the fiberglass tail singly... the 2" lens has a 1" housing that you can drill through a fiberglass tail and easily mount flush to just about anything. It doesn't get much easier...you're welcome.

GO MICRO
These are about as small as we have seen for a fully functional flush-mount running/tail/brake light. If that's the look you're going for, get it here.

SINGLE CATEYE BRAKE LIGHT
Vintage looks, retro styling, simple and cheap.
12V system with three wires for running light and brake light functionality.
Nam# CR62-21602-S
Price $19.95

SINGLE OVAL 2.75" BRAKE LIGHT
Placed into the fiberglass tail singly... the 2.75" oval lens has a 1.75" thick chrome housing that you can drill through a fiberglass tail (1" holesaw and easily mount. It doesn't get much easier or smaller...you're welcome.

GO MICRO
These are about as small as we have seen for a fully functional flush-mount running/tail/brake light. If that's the look you're going for, get it here.
BUFFALO LIGHTS WITH SLOTTED SIDES
Chrome plated steel body lights with slotted side features
Nam# CR66-65082
Price $35.00

12V / 23W BULB / 3 WIRES
Standard 3-wire hookup of yellow/black/red

BATTERY TRICKLE CHARGER
Instructions included: Charge Battery 10-20 hours to obtain full charge. For Winter storage recharge once per month.
Nam# CR84-15650
Price $17.95

CHROME BODY/ALUMINUM BRACKET
Detach the bracket if you so desire...we won’t tell anyone.

BULLET LIGHT SHAPE
Bottom mounted with lamp already in place. Brow overhangs at the top by 1/4 inch or so.

THREE SLOTTED AIRSTREAMING
Because you don’t want to get speed wobbles do you...thought not.

CATEYE 6.25 X 1.25 INCH CHROME
Larger than our other cateye lights, this one is slim and sleek and...long. Measure before purchase to make sure it fits your application.
Nam# CR62-21605
Price $35.00

6V OR 12V / 1/2 AMP
6V batteries often have 3 filler holes, while 12V has 6 filler holes. Unit will shut off automatically when full charge is achieved.

PIGTAIL TO YOUR BATTERY
The pigtail stays permanently connected to your battery, for easy attachment and detachment.

The number one cause of premature battery failure is overcharging.
BAR END MIRROR—NAPOLEON “STYLE”
This Napoleon style bar end mirror fits 7/8” handlebars as well as the BMW’s 22mm bar end opening.
Black CR20-34010
Price 15.95

CHROME OR BLACK ARE AVAILABLE
These are sold individually. Caffeinate your bike. Do it do it do it! Available in black as shown or chrome
Chrome 20-34000
Price 15.95

INSERT INTO HOLLOW 7/8” BAR END AND SNUG DOWN THE BOLT TO EXPAND AND TIGHTEN
Classic solution for left and right. Buy in pairs for best results.

REPRODUCTION BMW STYLE BAR-END TURN SIGNAL DECO LIGHTS
Fitment id for standard 7/8” handlebars to fit most universal applications except 1” Harley Davidson and new Triumphs.
Nam# CR60-14550-1
Price $49.99

FITMENT INTO 7/8” HANDLEBARS
These reproductions are for 7/8” bars... BMWs used 22mm bars for some years... this is a .011 difference (11 Thousandths) consult your mechanic or buy 7/8” handlebars. We have had exactly one complaint that it did not fit 22mm bars.

MOUNTED AND HAPPY
I used to be that sexy... really.

PROFILE IN STYLE
Notice those clips in the last picture? This is a vintage design, and requires needle-nose pliers to bend those clips into a proper fastening system.

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GLORY
Yeah... the 7-inch headlight looks good.

7 INCH DIAMETER HEADLAMP BUCKET
Uses standard H4 bulb, best picked up cheaply at your local auto parts store.
Nam# CR66-65066
Price $49.95

PROFILE IN STYLE
Notice those clips in the last picture? This is a vintage design, and requires needle-nose pliers to bend those clips into a proper fastening system.

CAFE RACE ESSENTIAL FRONT

FITMENT INTO 7/8” HANDLEBARS
These reproductions are for 7/8” bars... BMWs used 22mm bars for some years... this is a .011 difference (11 Thousandths) consult your mechanic or buy 7/8” handlebars. We have had exactly one complaint that it did not fit 22mm bars.

MOUNTED AND HAPPY
I used to be that sexy... really.

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GLORY
Yeah... the 7-inch headlight looks good.

7 INCH DIAMETER HEADLAMP BUCKET
Uses standard H4 bulb, best picked up cheaply at your local auto parts store.
Nam# CR66-65066
Price $49.95

PROFILE IN STYLE
Notice those clips in the last picture? This is a vintage design, and requires needle-nose pliers to bend those clips into a proper fastening system.

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GLORY
Yeah... the 7-inch headlight looks good.

BAR END MIRROR—NAPOLEON “STYLE”
This Napoleon style bar end mirror fits 7/8” handlebars as well as the BMW’s 22mm bar end opening.
Black CR20-34010
Price 15.95

CHROME OR BLACK ARE AVAILABLE
These are sold individually. Caffeinate your bike. Do it do it do it! Available in black as shown or chrome
Chrome 20-34000
Price 15.95

INSERT INTO HOLLOW 7/8” BAR END AND SNUG DOWN THE BOLT TO EXPAND AND TIGHTEN
Classic solution for left and right. Buy in pairs for best results.
CAFE RACE HEADLAMPS

7 INCH DIAMETER HEADLAMP BUCKET
Uses standard H4 bulb, best picked up cheaply at your local auto parts store.
Nam# CR66-65066
Price $49.95

PROFILE IN STYLE
Notice those clips in the last picture? This is a vintage design, and requires needle-nose pliers to bend those clips into a proper fastening system.

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GLORY
Yeah...the 7-inch headlight looks good.

BUFFALO LIGHTS WITH SLOTTED SIDES
Chrome plated steel body lights with slotted side features
Nam# CR66-65082
Price 35.00

BULLET LIGHT SHAPE
Bottom mounted with lamp already in place. Brow overhangs at the top by 1/4 inch or so.

THREE SLOTTED AIRSTREAMING
Because you don’t want to get speed wobbles do you...thought not.
CAFE RACE ESSENTIALS

CAFE RACER BAR END MIRRORS
Brand new and high quality
Optical grade convex mirrors
Provide more magnification than standard mirrors
Swivel head design for easy adjustment
Easy to install
Nam# CR-3RBE
Price $35.00

EASY INSTALLATION
Two screws on the back of the head allow for precise adjustment of tension, ensuring that the mirror head will be kept firm in place.

ON THE BAR
Color: black
Glass mirror: 3" (about 76mm) in diameter
Fit all Motorcycle handlebars with 7/8" (about 22mm) inner diameter

VINTAGE STYLE HANDLEBAR GRIPS
Made of rubber.
Fits 7/8" handlebars.
Ribbed for your pleasure.
Nam# CR42-56578
Price $9.95

“JACKHAMMER" GRIP SET
Running out of things to say

FOR 7/8" HANDLEBARS
Done.

VINTAGE STYLE HANDLEBAR GRIPS
Made of rubber.
Fits 7/8" handlebars.
Vertical contours... for your pleasure
Nam# CR42-28700
Price $9.95

“CUSHION GRIP” 5 1/4" LONG GRIP SET
Running out of things to say

FOR 7/8" HANDLEBARS
Done.
CAFE RACE BRACKETS

HEADLAMP BRACKETS-LARGE TUBE
Not for your vintage, spindly fork tubes unless you use the prodigious rubber that comes with it. The rubber is filler that MUST BE TRIMMED to fit your application.  
**Nam#** 66-35850  
**Price** $29.99

UP TO 48MM FORK TUBES
These fit larger diameter fork tubes, so you can use them on modern bikes.

TIDY INSTALLATION - EASY TOO
Easy to install, just open up the clamps, trim the rubber (one slice to open it up) and determine how much of the rubber material to keep to fit that fork tube.

UNIVERSAL HEADLAMP / FAIRING BRACKET
One of the essentials...measurements are  
**Nam#** CR66-35800 for chrome  
**Nam#** CR66-35810 for black  
**Price** $13.95

EASY INSTALLATION
2-piece clamp allows for easy installation. Simply fit around your fork tube and do that righty-tighty thing.

CHROME OR BLACK
These work for mounting your headlamp or a quarter fairing...gotta love versatile parts that can do double duty.

POLISHED HEADLAMP BRACKETS
Fits 35mm - 39mm - 41mm up to 48mm fork tubes  
**Nam#** 66-35830  
**Price** $29.99

OVER THE TOP INSTALLATION
You will need to slide these down over the top of your fork tubes. A little more involved installation, but worth it.

POLISHED GOODNESS
These are super popular, and a real value...you should probably purchase 24 pairs in order to get a good start on a hoarded stash.
CAFE RACE HANDLEBARS

CLUBMAN HANDLEBARS - 7/8" DIAMETER
This is old-school vintage. They fit everything
27.5" width
4.5" Rise (drop)
4.5" pullback
6.55" center width
Nam# 23-12538 - chrome
Nam# 23-12558 - black
Price 32.95

ALSO IN 1" DIAMETERS FOR HARLEY
Give us a call if you are fitting out a Harley Sportster in Cafe...we'll get you sorted out right.
Nam# 23-12539 - chrome - 1" diameter
Nam# 23-12559 - black - 1" diameter
Price 32.95

QUITE THE COCKPIT, EH?
What else is there to say? You'll be mobbed by women who can judge your impeccable style...be careful out there.

SUPERBIKE BAR - BLACK 7/8"
29" width
2.5" rise
4.75" pullback
4.75" center width
Nam# 23-12561 - chrome
Nam# 23-12571 - black
Price 21.95

AVAILABLE IN CHROME OR BLACK
Very comfortable and very cool.
Nam# 110
Pulvinar 35.00

MIX IT UP - CAFE TAIL AND SUPERBIKE BARS
Make it your own, an IMOLA Ducati tail section (CR-xxxx) and superbike style bars for a super comfy riding position.

DRAG BARS - FOR 7/8" CONTROLS
27.5" width
0” rise
3.75” pullback
5" center width
Nam# 23-12560 - Chrome
Nam# 23-12570 - Black
Price: 19.99

AVAILABLE IN 1" DIAMETER FOR HARLEY
Dimpled to allow your cables to fit into those HD controls
25.5" width
0” rise
5.5" pullback
6" center width
Nam# 07-12527 - Chrome
Nam# 23-12570 - Black
Price: 29.99

FIT'S EVERYTHING UNDER THE SUN
The drag bar is the easiest fit. It is almost always shorter than your stock handlebar, which means that you will probably be able to swap without replacing your throttle, brake and clutch cables, but be aware that sometimes you have to do that when changing barlength and height.

Advice FREE
CAFE RACE CLIP-ON HANDLEBARS

33MM CLIP-ON HANDLEBARS
Classic and excellent TIG welded construction. 7/8” bars fit most Japanese and European applications. Comes with plugs on the fork side, open ends for bar end weights or mirrors.
Nam# CR23-93121
Price 69.95

HONDA CB750 AND MANY OTHERS
Bar length 11” (9” from clamp to bar end) plenty of room for large vintage master cylinder. Bar angle is a relaxed 12 degrees, which is easy on the wrists.

33MM, 34MM, 35MM, 36MM
Those sizes are all available in black or chrome, and cover a wide range of standard and/or vintage bikes. Look at the Clip-ons fitment chart at the end of the catalog to see if your bike is listed. Or measure your forks with calipers
A killer deal!
Price $69.95

34MM CLIP-ON HANDLEBARS
Classic and excellent TIG welded construction. 7/8” bars fit most Japanese and European applications. Comes with plugs on the fork side, open ends for bar end weights or mirrors.
Nam# CR23-93123
Price 69.95

HONDA CB350, 360, 400, 450 AND MANY OTHERS
Bar length 11” (9” from clamp to bar end) plenty of room for large vintage master cylinder. Bar angle is a relaxed 12 degrees, which is easy on the wrists.

33MM, 34MM, 35MM, 36MM
Those sizes are all available in black or chrome, and cover a wide range of standard and/or vintage bikes. Look at the Clip-ons fitment chart at the end of the catalog to see if your bike is listed. Or measure your forks with calipers

35MM CLIP-ON HANDLEBARS
Classic and excellent TIG welded construction. 7/8” bars fit most Japanese and European applications. Comes with plugs on the fork side, open ends for bar end weights or mirrors.
Nam# CR23-93121
Price 69.95

HONDA KZ 650 AND MANY OTHERS
Bar length 11” (9” from clamp to bar end) plenty of room for large vintage master cylinder. Bar angle is a relaxed 12 degrees, which is easy on the wrists.

33MM, 34MM, 35MM, 36MM
Those sizes are all available in black or chrome, and cover a wide range of standard and/or vintage bikes. Look at the Clip-ons fitment chart at the end of the catalog to see if your bike is listed. Or measure your forks with calipers
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CAFE RACE CLIP-ON HANDLEBARS

36MM CLIP-ON HANDLEBARS
Classic and excellent TIG welded construction. 7/8" bars fit most Japanese and European applications. Comes with plugs on the fork side, open ends for bar end weights or mirrors.
Name# CR23-93135
Price $69.95

BMW R75-80-90-100 AND MANY OTHERS
Bar length 11" (9" from clamp to bar end) plenty of room for large vintage master cylinder. Bar angle is a relaxed 12 degrees, which is easy on the wrists.
Download the PDF for reference here: http://www.caferace.com/forktubesizes.pdf

33MM, 34MM, 35MM, 36MM, 39MM
Those sizes are all available in black or chrome, and cover a wide range of standard and/or vintage bikes. Look at the Clip-ons fitment chart at the end of the catalog to see if your bike is listed. Or measure your forks with calipers
A killer deal!
Price $69.95

39MM CLIP-ON HANDLEBARS
Classic and excellent TIG welded construction. 1" diameter bars fit several Harley Davidson applications. Comes with plugs on the fork side, open ends for bar end weights or mirrors.
Name# CR07-93137
Price $79.95

HARLEY DAVIDSON SPORTSTER, FXR AND DYNA LOWRIDER
Bar length 11" (9" from clamp to bar end) plenty of room for large vintage master cylinder. Bar angle is a relaxed 12 degrees, which is easy on the wrists.

33MM, 34MM, 35MM, 36MM, 39MM
Those sizes are all available in black or chrome, and cover a wide range of standard and/or vintage bikes. Look at the Clip-ons fitment chart at the end of the catalog to see if your bike is listed. Or measure your forks with calipers
A killer deal!
Price $79.95
CAFE RACE PARTS

BMW AIR BOX REPLACEMENT KIT
54mm air filters with chrome end caps, Sold each, order two! Slap ‘em on your BMW and look like a hooligan!
Name# CR12-55754
Price $13.95 ea

INSTALLS DIRECTLY TO THE BING CARBURETOR
Requires removal of the air tube... increased air flow sometimes requires re-jetting, sometimes not.

TRIUMPH FORK GAITERS
Fits 1969 and Later Triumphs of xxmm sized fork tubes - Fits: TR6/120/150 ‘68-’70, T100C/R ‘68-‘74. BSA A50, A65 ‘69-’70.
Replaces Triumph/BSA OEM: 97-3635
Name# CR45-39660
Price $21.95

WIDE - AT 2” IT’S CLOSE TO UNIVERSAL
12 RIBS, 6” free between the clamped surface area, 2” Inner Diameter top and bottom... more precisely, a 1-15/16” opening at the top and a 2” opening at the bottom.

VERSATILE - MEASURE TWICE AND BUY ONCE
They are brand new, soft, supple, high-quality black rubber and will give your bike that classic vintage look! These are very high quality, they won’t disintegrate after being on your bike for a year, they will hold up and continue looking good!

NORTON FORK GAITERS
Designed to fit: Commando 850 European Style. Replaces Norton OEM: 06-5743. A direct replacement for:
NORTON COMMANDO MK3 1974-1976
Name# 45-39664
Price $21.95

20 RIBS, 6.25” free between the clamped surface area, length 7 3/8” (187mm) top internal diameter 1 1/4” (32mm) bottom internal diameter 1 5/8” (41mm)...pure sexy

VERSATILE - MEASURE TWICE AND BUY ONCE
Fits other fork tubes of similar dimensions
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CAFE RACE TURN SIGNALS

**BULLET LIGHT**
Chrome and Amber Bullet Light. This 2 inch diameter by 3 inch long classic is an excellent bolt-on custom lighting item. All lights are chrome plated and is offered here with a 12 volt dual filament bulb. So sexy you'll want to build the rest of the bike around it.
Nam# 61-73159
Price $8.95

**MARK II ALUMINUM TURN SIGNALS**
These die cast aluminum-bodied turn signals are a polished body with amber lenses. They are approximately 3 1/2" long, 2 1/4" being lens body. Sold in pairs.
Nam# 61-75661
Price $18.95

**MINI STEM CATEYE TURN SIGNALS**
These black-bodied amber-lensed turn signals measure 2 1/2" long and have a cool retro cateye deco look. They are a perfect complement to our mini cateye tail light/license plate bracket. Sold in pairs.
Nam# 61-66241
Price $14.95

**Bullet Style Turn Signal or Running Lights**
Classic chrome-plated bullet style turn signal or running lights for your Ural or any other vehicle. Red lens also available.

**FRONT AND BACK, GET 'EM BOTH**
Sold in pairs with mounting hardware, but perhaps two pairs is what you need...buy it today.

**MOUNT TO ANYTHING THAT MOVES**
12 volt, 2 wire units
*Note; Kit's are not D.O.T. approved in all states.*

**MATTE BLACK ONLY**
12 volt, 2 wire units
*Note; Kit's are not D.O.T. approved in all states.*
HARLEY SPORTSTER
CAFE RACER KIT

Harley Davidson made a cafe racer in the mid-70s...kind of looked like a flat tracker with a quarter fairing...there are lots of variations in the world...you can try ours on for style.

XLH EVOLUTION SEAT
Based upon the pan of a vintage Corbin and grafted with our own style of cowl, we're quite happy with it.
Nam# CR-0700
Price $175.00

SPORTSTER REARSETS
Standard shift pattern. Easy adjust linkage enables perfect fitment. This setup from chainsikle fits Evo sporties from 1986 - 2003
Nam# 4-001
Price 275.00

1-DOWN AND 4-UP OR REVERSED
*Custom models need to purchase master cylinder rod from dealership. These are from chainsikle.com.

DIMENSIONS
Get the Racepad to get going same day.
Nam# CR-0700-P
Pulvinar 35.00

1986-2003 SPORTSTER CAFE RACER
We love this look and wish we had the tank, but alas, that looks like a hand beaten aluminum tank from someone like Evan Wilcox.

MOUNT IT AND LOVE IT
Hell....buy 2
SPORTSTER KIT

The Harley Davidson sportster has been around since 1957, and has been a workhorse for cruisers and racers alike. A rich flat tracker race history and BOTT (Battle Of The Twins) contender, if you have one, you know what they are capable of. The cool thing is that you can change the way it looks and rides every winter if you feel like it.

We carry and make a number of parts for your conversion project:

- Cafe Race Seat
- CafeRace Seat pad
- 7” headlight and brackets
- 7” Quarter Fairing
- Clubman 1” diameter bars
- 39mm clip-on 1” bars
- Sportster rearset controls
- Rear brake lights
- license plate brackets
- 1” harley hand controls
BAND-O-GEAR
The Band-O-Gear was one of our designs a little ahead of its time...we thought of updating the pictures with an iPhone, USB thumb drive or other such nanotechnology, but then reconsidered, thinking everybody would get a good laugh out of how much gadgetry you used to carry. Made of cordura or Ripstop, with a neoprene sleeve.
The original Band-O in 2004:
• A Hydration Pack with Bite Valve
• Cell Phone - brick style baby!
• Digital camera (or Polaroid)
• PDA - That's vintage Palm!
• A pocket Atlas for you book readers
• And finally...a CD player!
The updated Band-O in 2011:
• A Hydration Pack with Bite Valve
• iPhone - mini computer style baby!
• Digital camera (or iPhone)
• Disc-Lock?
• A pocket Atlas (analog is not completely dead!)
• All-in one wrench tools
• 7” Tablet Computer
• Garmin GPS or similar
• Chocolate...lots and lots of chocolate.
It's still a cool design and is so much easier to wear than a back back that you will wonder how you ever survived without it.
Available in Red Cordura or Black RipStop material - $59.95
CAFE RACER RETRO HELMETS

SILVER MATTE WITH BLACK STRIPE
Fiberglass shell EPS Liners
Meets or exceeds DOT standard
Foam/cloth lining
Size: S M L XL XXL
Nam# CR-50510
Price $69.95

BLACK MATTE WITH SILVER STRIPE
Fiberglass shell EPS Liners
Meets or exceeds DOT standard
Foam/cloth lining
Size: S M L XL XXL
Nam# CR-50550
Price $69.95

MATTE BLACK AND ITALIAN FLAG
Fiberglass shell EPS Liners
Meets or exceeds DOT standard
Foam/cloth lining
Size: S M L XL XXL
Nam# CR-50560
Price $74.95

SOLID MATTE BLACK
Fiberglass shell EPS Liners
Meets or exceeds DOT standard
Foam/cloth lining
Size: S M L XL XXL
Nam# CR-50540
Price $69.95

SOLID MATTE BLACK WITH SILVER CHECKERBOARD
Fiberglass shell EPS Liners
Meets or exceeds DOT standard
Foam/cloth lining
Size: S M L XL XXL
Nam# CCR-50590
Price $69.95

UNITED KINGDOM FLAG PRINT
Fiberglass shell EPS Liners
Meets or exceeds DOT standard
Foam/cloth lining
Size: S M L XL XXL
Nam# CR-50610
Price $74.95

While we usually have Large and Medium Sizes in Stock, we can usually have the other sizes within a week or so.
BOBSTER BUGEYE
Black frame with Smoke lenses. Amber and Clear lenses also available.

Nam# CR-BA001
Price $9.99

BOBSTER CRUISER GOGGLE
Anti-fog Smoked Lens. Amber, clear and reflective smoked lenses also available.

Nam# CR-BCA001
Price $13.98

BOBSTER CROSSFIRE GOGGLE
Small Folding Goggle, Anti-fog Smoked Lens. Amber, and clear lenses also available.

Nam# BCR-001
Pulvinar $19.98

CAFE RACE GOGGLES

INEXPENSIVE, LIGHT AND COMFY
This extreme sport eyewear includes open cell sweat absorbing foam around the frame for ultimate protection.

HAVE US TOSS ONE IN THE BOX
A vented, flexible plastic frame encloses polycarbonate lenses and is low profile enough to fit under a helmet.

SKYDIVING? THE BAR IS RAISED!
Stylish and ideal for riding, sky-diving and any other activities requiring eye protection. Open cell foam adds comfort and creates a sealed fit in order to keep out wind.

TO KEEP YOUR HELMET COMPANY
Ventilation slits on each side of the frame and an anti-fog coating prevent the lenses from fogging to ensure visual clarity. Prescription motorcycle goggles!

SMALL, FOLDABLE, PRACTICAL
These foldable goggles that are the perfect solution for any rider who needs quality, affordability and practicality.

THEY GO WITH THE RETRO HELMET
Not only do they come in a mini storage pouch for easy transport, but they also have a vented frame lined with closed cell foam to keep out wind and dust. The anti-fog polycarbonate lenses provide clarity while the adjustable strap keeps the eyewear secure.
T-SHIRTS ARE HOT!

Go to the website and order a t-shirt, long sleeve or hoodie...white, red, black, blue, purple...but not chartreuse or we’ll have to kick your ass.

CAFERACE
We'd know this cafe babe anywhere
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

MATCHLESS
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

RETROMOTO
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95
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VINTAGE MOTOLOGOS HEAT PRESS TRANSFERS

RETRO JAWA
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

LAVERDA
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

MATCHLESS
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

VINTAGE GILERA
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

DUCATI TEXT
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

RETRO CZ
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

HONDA WING
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

VINTAGE INDIAN
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95

VINTAGE NORTON
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
**BTS** Short Sleeve / **Price** $17.95
**BTL** Long Sleeve / **Price** $19.95
**HTL** Hoodie Long Sleeve / **Price** $39.95
VINTAGE MOTOLOGOS HEAT PRESS TRANSFERS

**DUCATI MECCANICA**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**MV AGUSTA**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**HARLEY PANHEAD ENGINE**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**DUCATI潟L**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**HARLEY SHOVELHEAD**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**VINCENT MOTORCYCLES**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**MV AGUSTA**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**HARLEY PANHEAD ENGINE**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**DUCATI潟L**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**HARLEY SHOVELHEAD**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**VINCENT MOTORCYCLES**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**INDIAN ENGINE**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**ZUNDAPP MOTORRADER**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95
VINTAGE MOTOLOGOS

**AJS - VINTAGE MARQUE**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**BIMOTA**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**BSA - BRITISH SMALL ARMS**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**CAFE RACE MANITOU SPRINGS, COLORADO**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**CAGIVA ELEPHANT**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**CZ IN BLUE**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**INDIAN SCRIPT IN BLACK OR RED**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**TRIUMPHH IN RED BLUE OR BLACK**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95

**TRITON - THE TRIUMPH NORTON**
Professionally printed on your choice of colors. Short sleeve, long sleeve or hoodie.
- BTS Short Sleeve / Price $17.95
- BTL Long Sleeve / Price $19.95
- HTL Hoodie Long Sleeve / Price $39.95
JEEPEYES
AND
JEEPTAILS
These black ADA Plastic headlamp and taillamp covers for your pre-86 Jeep CJ, all years YJ or TJ (1987-2005) Wrangler are different baby!

Designed to fit directly over your existing tail lamp assembly, the cut outs allow for plenty of light to pass through, and are super easy to install.

Simply remove the existing screws place the plastic and reuse. I have had on on a ’99 TJ for 6 years and it looks same as new.

Sold in pairs - $19.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>33MM FORKS</th>
<th>KAWASAKI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HONDA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX250C</td>
<td>Z305A1,A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX250CD</td>
<td>Z305B1,B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX250C2</td>
<td>Z400A1,A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB350F,G</td>
<td>Z400B1,B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB350K4</td>
<td>Z400C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL350</td>
<td>Z400D1,D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL350</td>
<td>Z400S1-S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB360</td>
<td>Z400H1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL360</td>
<td>Z440B1,B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ360</td>
<td>Z440A1-A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB400A</td>
<td>Z440D1-D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB400T</td>
<td>Z440G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB400T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM400A</td>
<td>GN250Z-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM400A-T</td>
<td>GN250F/J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM400T</td>
<td>GS250(T-X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB450SC</td>
<td>GT250K-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB450T</td>
<td>GS300I(Z-D/F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM450A-E</td>
<td>GT380J-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM450C</td>
<td>GS400B/XB-C/XC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX500</td>
<td>GS425N/EN/LN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX500C</td>
<td>GS450L(T-Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS450ET-ED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS450T(X-XD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS450GA(Z-D/F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUZUKI</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN250Z-D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN250F/J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS250(T-X)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT250K-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS300I(Z-D/F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT380J-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS400B/XB-C/XC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS425N/EN/LN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS450L(T-Z)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS450ET-ED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS450T(X-XD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS450GA(Z-D/F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33mm - CB450

![CB450 Image](image-url)
## 34MM FORKS

### KAWASAKI
- H1 69-71
- SUZUKI
  - T250 69
  - T250R-J 71-72
  - TC250 69
  - TC305
  - T350 up to 72
  - T500 ALL
### YAMAHA
- RD250A-B 73-75
- TZ250 73
- RD350A-B 73-75
- RD400C-F 76-79
- XS500B 73-75
- TX650 71-74

### 34mm Yamaha TX650

### 35mm - Kawasaki KZ650

## 35MM FORKS

### KAWASAKI
- EL250B2-B3 88-89
- EL250E1-E4 91-94
- EX250 86-05
- EN450 85-90
- EN500 90-96
- EX500 87-93
- H1B-F 72-75
- KH500A8 76
- KZ550A1-A4 80-83
- KZ550C1-C4 80-83
- KZ550D1 81
- KZ550F1-F2 83-84
- KZ550M1 83
- KZ650B1-B3 77-79
- KZ650C1-C3 77-79
- KZ650D1-D3 77-79
- KZ650E1-F1 80
- KZ650H1-H3 81-83
- KZ700A1 84
- ZN700A1-A2 84-85
- KZ750B1-B4 76-79
- KZ750F1 83
- KZ750N1-N2 82-83
- KZ750G1 80
- KZ750E1-E3 80-82
- KZ750H1-H4 81-83
- KZ750K1-K2 83-84
- KZ750L3 83
- KZ750M1 82
- KZ750R1 83

### 35mm - Honda CB750

### 35mm - Suzuki T250R-J

### 35mm - Yamaha RD250A-B

### 35mm - Yamaha RD350A-B

### 35mm - Yamaha RD400C-F

### 35mm - Yamaha XS500B

### 35mm - Yamaha TX650

### 35mm - Suzuki RG250D

### 35mm - Yamaha XV500KK

### 35mm - Yamaha XJ550H-K

### 35mm - Yamaha XV535T/TC-U/A/AC

### 35mm - Yamaha XV535E/EC-L/LC

### 35mm - Yamaha FJ600L/LC-N/NC

### 35mm - Yamaha FZ600S/SC-U/UC

### 35mm - Yamaha SRX600S/SC

### 35mm - Yamaha YX600S/SC-A/AC

### 35mm - Yamaha XJ650G-K

### 35mm - Yamaha XJ650L(H-J)

### 35mm - Yamaha XJ650RJ

### 35mm - Yamaha XJ750J-K

### 35mm - Yamaha XJ750MK

### 35mm - Yamaha XV750H-K/MK

### 35mm - Yamaha XS7502D

### 35mm - Yamaha XS750E/SE-F/SF

### 35mm - Yamaha XS850L(G-H)/S(G-H)

### 35mm - Yamaha XV920J

### 35mm - Yamaha XV920K/MK
**ORDER TODAY**

We appreciate the craftsmen out there keeping the cafe scene alive. We want to do our part, so send us suggestions, promotional pictures of your bikes and your input on our products. We will listen. Reach us at:

- Website
  - www.caferace.com
- Facebook
  - CafeRace, Inc
- eMail
  - info@caferace.com
- Phone
  - 719.685.2475

---

**NAME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**NAME/#**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**WORLDWIDE**

We will ship globally, but you will need to contact us via phone or email for an accurate shipping quote.